Hotel Suggestions for EUROTECH Workshop 2020

• This list is a suggestion only. Please choose a hotel that suits your needs best. There are no special deals for us with the hotels.

• Choosing hotels close to subway U6 gives you a convenient means of public transport nearby. Munich City is generally good to navigate by public transport or by-call-options like bikes or scooters of various companies (like callabike; mvvbike)

• Prices and other informations are a reference only, we do not guarantee for accuracy

• Please note: Each participant is responsible for all his or her hospitality fees. THE TUM DECLINES ALL RESPONSIBILITY AND RELIEVES ITSELF FROM ANY RELEVANT FEES!
Hotel Carlton Astoria

• Fürstenstraße 12, 80333 München
• U6 Stop Universität; very central in the university area with lots of cafés; walking distance to TUM; direct connection to Garching Campus via U6.
• One of the oldest Hotels in Munich
• [https://carlton-astoria.hoteles-munich.com/de/](https://carlton-astoria.hoteles-munich.com/de/)
• Approx. 120 EUR/night

Picture Sources: Booking.com; Google
Hotel Hauser München

- Schellingstr. 11, Maxvorstadt, 80799 München
- U6 Stop Universität; very central in the university area with lots of cafés; walking distance to TUM; direct connection to Garching Campus via U6
- Approx. 100 EUR/night
- https://hotel-hauser.de/de/

Picture sources: Google, Booking.com
Hotel IBIS München Nord

- Ungererstrasse 139, 80805 München
- Near U6 Alte Heide – direct connection to Garching, good connection to TU City Campus. Lufthansa Airport Shuttle Bus Stop Munich North/Schwabing at U Alte Heide. A little bit outside the city centre, but only 10 minutes by subway.
- Approx. 80 EUR per Night
- [https://all.accor.com](https://all.accor.com)

Picture Sources: TripAdvisor; Google Maps
Hotel Pullmann

• Theodor-Dombart-Straße 4, 80805 München
• Near U6, Stop Nordfriedhof—direct connection to Garching Campus, good connection to TU City Campus. Lufthansa Airport Shuttle Bus Stop Munich North/Schwabing. A little bit outside the city centre, but only 10 minutes by subway.
• Preis ca. 100 EUR/night
• [https://www.pullman-hotel-muenchen.de/](https://www.pullman-hotel-muenchen.de/)

Picture Sources: TripAdvisor; Google Maps